
Network Marketing
A Powerful Money-Maker

ccording to Professor Stanley, of Georgia State University, there are more than 832,000 millionaires in America todav Eishtvperven o em are self-made. Almost all of them, he says, are involved in one way or another in NetworkMarketing and many of
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Yes. Network Marketing is one of the most
promising income opportunities in America
today. It’s an opportunity that has been
tested and proven for more man 30 years,

^liU today it represents a multi-billion dollar

inousny which is successfully providing
income for thousands of Americans from all

walks of life. Almost anyone who has a
tiro desire to he successful can become so
in Network Marketing. Some of the

biggest money earners have been relatively

unsophisticated
, non-business people. In

fact, some of the most successful

distributers in the industry never even
finished high school. Most of today’s

successful distributors had little or no
money to invest when they began
marketing.

As this process continues through three,

four, five, six or as many as ten generation
levels in some companies, you’ll be earning
commissions and bonuses from the efforts

of everyone in your entire organization.

You may well build an organizational

downline of several thousand dedicated

people. This is why some people in die

Network Marketing industry today are

earning as much as $10,OCX) to $100,OCX)
per month! Yes, I said per month, and
even more! In some programs, distributors

have been able to earn substantial monthly
incomes within months ofjoining a

NetworkMarketing company . I personally
do not know7 of any other income-producing
opportunity which offers that kind of
potential! Do you?

Many people have gone on to become
totally financially dependent in five years or
tess and some of them have actually been
able to completely retire in as few7 as one to

three years with incomes of $50,000 per
year. Even though this industry is more
than 30 years old and already distributes

several billion dollars worth of goods and
services every year, because of toe growth
explosion that is row underway and toe fact

that the vast majority of people don’t even
Know7 what toe term "networking ’’ means.
I’m convinced that toe time to get started in

a network marketing career has never been
better than it is right now! As an
independent marketer, you have an
unparalleled opportunity to build a
marKeting organization by simply sharing
toe opportunity with a few committed
people like you who are willing to go out
and duplicate a network by sharing the same
opportunity with another matrix generation
level of equally committed people. That’s
all there is to it!

Now think a moment. A doctor studies for

eight years to gain knowledge of his or her
profession, and then serves as an intern

prior to practicing medicine on his or her
own. It’s toe same with a lawyer, an
engineer, a computer scientist, a college

professor, or most other professions that

you can name. Even a brick layer or

carpenter must serve an apprenticeship

before he or she begins earning a full wage.
Yet, not one of these professions offers toe

possibility of retirement in three to five

years, or of financial independence in a
relatively short period of time. Is it any
wonder then why so many doctors,

lawyers, computer programmers, teachers,

homemakers, and people from all walks of
life have opted to select Network Marketing
as a second career?

NetworkMarketing is toe only business I

know of that lets you multiply your efforts

so that your income does not depend
entirely on what you do, but rather is

enhanced greatly by toe efforts of every
member on your marketing team.

Each of us has so many hours in a day. No
one can create more hours than any other

marketer. Therefore, toe only alternatives

which most people recognize for increasing

toeir incomes are: (1) work more hours —
including a second job; or (2) switch jobs to

earn more money per hour.

We in toe Network Marketing industry

have toe wonderful option of toe ultimate in

time leveraging through toe principle of
duplication of effort. NetworkMarketing is

a proven system that utilizes toe power and
resources of many people by exchanging
concepts and directing toe talents and
abilities of these different individuals toward
a single worthwhile goal. What other

business do you know of that is legal,

ethical and:

1 . Allows you to start part-time from
your home without toe risk of losing your
present income.

2. Allows you to start with a veiy
small, affordable investment.

3. Has unlimited income potential.

4. Has no territorial limitations, no age
or sex limitations, and no seasonal

limitations.

5. Requires no special skills or training.

6. Is operated with veiy low overhead
and no employees.

I think you will agree with me that there is

no business on earth like direct mail

Network Marketing. So why not get

involved in Network Marketing today ? right

now, with the person who provided tins

material to you. Just send in your
application.


